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Why we share 
our stories



Stories of Africa

Photo credit clockwise from bottom right: Olivier Darmon, Andy 

Schepis, Gerry Van der Walt, and Tommaso Nervegna.
UN Photos by John Isaac.

Source: https://www.huffpost.com/entry/why-are-image-of-africa-i_b_5345209



Source: https://www.huffpost.com/entry/why-are-image-of-africa-i_b_5345209



Who are our stories for?



We have four primary audiences for our stories, including:
● Australians considering working in development, 
● our supporters, 
● the Australian public, and 
● other organisations working in the development sector. 



• showcase the work of our partner organisations and give a voice to 
those who are working in and for their community,
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In sharing our stories with these readers, we aim to:



• showcase the work of our partner organisations and give a voice to 
those who are working in and for their community,

• demonstrate accountability to our supporters and in particular those 
who donate to a specific project,

• show those considering mentoring abroad what we do and how we do 
it, encouraging these individuals to choose a sustainable model of 
development assistance and avoid voluntourism agencies, and

• advocate for the value of community-led aid and development 
projects in Australia.

In sharing our stories with these readers, we aim to:



What are our 
stories about?



Every story we share is ultimately about people. This is most apparent 
when we speak of our host organisations and when we ask our host 
organisations to share stories about us. It is important to remember 
that when you share stories about places, events, resources, issues or 
organisations, you are also talking about people.



People

Host organisation: colleagues 
and beneficiaries

Other Australians and 
international volunteers

Members of the 
local culture

Our stories are about



Our platforms



• palms.org.au: 

Features a blog that 
hosts all our news, as 
well as articles on 
development practice.



2. Facebook

Allows supporters to easily share content with friends and family.



3. Instagram

Showcases images 
of our projects.



4. LinkedIn enables us to connect with other 
development organisations and future participants.



5. Palms Post

Our eNewsletter that 
provides supporters with 
news from the field.



Opportunities to 
share stories



Topics include first impressions,  project updates and event reviews



Stories about how a 

project has made a 

difference are 

particularly important.



United Nations observance days can be a great tool for setting a writing deadline.



Include the voices of your colleagues and community members in your stories. 



How to start



Anything can be a fascinating story.

Here are some tips for getting started...



Start where you are

Start writing from where you are now, or where you want 
your readers to be.



Ask and answer a question

What do I want to tell those people thinking of paying to volunteer to 
work at an orphanage for two weeks?.

Volunteering for two weeks simply doesn't work.

or

Where can I find the best coffee in Dili?. 

Aru Bakery is the go-to coffee spot in Dili, Timor Leste.



In one sentence, explain why.

Volunteering for two weeks simply doesn't work. I've been in 
Kenya six months and am only now making an impact.

Aru Bakery is the best coffee spot in Dili, Timor Leste. The quiet 
hideaway has friendly staff and a delicious menu.



Now, you can think of the beginning...

Volunteering for two weeks simply doesn't work. I've been in Kenya six 
months and am only now making an impact. In September, I was 
given the task of improving the physiotherapy program at the Ruben 
Centre in Nairobi's Mukuru neighbourhood.

Aru Bakery is the best coffee spot in Dili, Timor Leste. The quiet 
hideaway has friendly staff and a delicious menu. After hearing many 
opinions about where to find the best coffee in Dili, I set myself the 
task of trying out each of the city's cafes for myself.



...introduce a challenge...

Volunteering for two weeks simply doesn't work. I've been in Kenya six 
months and am only now making an impact. In September, I was given 
the task of improving the physiotherapy program at the Ruben Centre in 
Nairobi's Mukuru neighbourhood. I found that, despite the centre having 
great resources and staff, many residents who needed these services 
weren't able to travel to the centre to receive treatment.

Aru Bakery is the best coffee spot in Dili, Timor Leste. The quiet hideaway 
has friendly staff and a delicious menu. After hearing many opinions 
about where to find the best coffee in Dili, I set myself the task of trying 
out each of the city's cafes for myself. Turns out, there are many more 
coffee shops in this town than I anticipated!



...and rearrange your thoughts to create your opening paragraph.

Back in September, when I was given the task of 
improving the physiotherapy program at the Ruben 
Centre in Nairobi's Mukuru neighbourhood, I thought I 
would be sourcing equipment and supervising basic 
therapy. It took me six months to recognise that, 
despite the centre having great resources and staff, 
many residents who needed these services weren't 
able to travel to the centre to receive treatment. I 
can now say to those who are thinking otherwise that 
volunteering for two weeks simply doesn't work.

A volunteering holiday is anything but 
a holiday for those you want to help. 



After hearing many opinions about where to find 
the best coffee in Dili, I set myself the task of trying 
out each of the city's cafes for myself. Turns out, 
there are many more coffee shops in this town 
than I anticipated! But, after a gruelling scientific 
study, my choice coffee shop is quiet hideaway, 
Aru Bakery, with its friendly staff and delicious 
menu. Here is a list of the coffee shops I tried and 
how they rated on friendliness, ambience, and 
(most importantly) taste.

Here's our other example.

Ultimate Coffee Addict's Guide to Dili 



How might you structure element of an 
article about your field trip experience?

• Ask and answer a question

• In one sentence explain your answer

• Think of the beginning

• Introduce a challenge



Take a short break



Photography tips











Space in the frame



















































A picture is worth a    
thousand words



Let's look at examples of mishaps involving photos. 



BEST LAID PLANS...



Consider this example from the Ballito Pro Surfing Championship 2018.



OUT OF CONTEXT



What comes to mind when you see this picture?



PALMS & PIX



What  messages 

are conveyed by 

these images?



What is going on in 
these images?



How would you describe 
the child in yellow in this 
photo?

What impression does 
this image give of 
children in Timor Leste?



How would you describe 
the child in this photo?

What impression does 
this image give of 
children in Timor Leste?



MEDIA POLICY



We have established six principles that 
underpin Palms Australia's Media Policy. 
This policy applies to all public materials
produced by Palms Australia staff and 
program participants. 



Palms Australia's Media Policy covers public content.

This includes any video, photo, and text content shared through 
blog posts, social media, personal newsletters or emails, and to 
media outlets. This does not cover personal reflection tools 
including private journals and photo albums. 



RESPECT

DIGNITY

AUTONOMY

Awareness of local customs and beliefs concerning photography and 
sharing images of certain people/places. Accurately representing the 
people, places, and activities you are photographing.

Portraying people as people, not as props or characters to tell a 
particular narrative. This is especially important for children and 
persons with an illness / disability.

We believe "All people contribute to their own development". 
Therefore, we portray people as decision makers and as people 
who have control and initiative.

MEDIA PRINCIPLES AND HOW TO USE THEM



NEVER
CONDESCENDING

NEVER
EXPLOITATIVE

NEVER
HARMFUL

We work alongside, not above, our colleagues so we avoid 
patronising imagery and language.We never present colleagues, 
the partner organisation, or the people in the community in a 
condescending manner.

Photos must not manipulate or take advantage of a situation in 
order to tell a story. We do not share photos that can potentially be 
used by a viewer to exploit the person, organisation, or community 
featured in the picture

Names and locations of children or vulnerable persons featured in 
photographs must be redacted. Children must not be pictured 
alone, to avoid connotations of isolation and vulnerability.

MEDIA PRINCIPLES AND HOW TO USE THEM



Informed consent must be obtained before taking and sharing photos of 
individuals who can be identified in an image.

Informed consent means the individual understands where, when, and to whom 
the image will be shared. Consent may be verbal (for those with low literacy skills, 
restricted movement or vision impairment) but you should be able to demonstrate 
that the purpose of the image has been understood and consent given.

Palms will keep a record that consent has been given for any photos that have 
been sent to us.

CONSENT



When taking photos of children, defined as anyone under the age of 18, you must obtain 
consent from the child themselves or a parent or legal guardian.

Remember, informed consent is predicated on an understanding of where, when, and to 
whom the image will be shared. When obtaining consent from a child, you must make a 
judgement as to whether it is reasonable to believe that the child has understood this. A 
teacher is not a suitable authority for consent. 

Participants should not be shown touching children in any images (and really, unless you 
are a medical professional or are taking a photo with your own child, there is no reason 
for you to be touching a child in a photo!).

CONSENT



You do not need to obtain consent if an individual is not identifiable in an image (that is, 
in photos of large crowds) or when the individual has reasonably waived anonymity (for 
example, a speaker at a public event). You can exercise your own discretion of what is 
appropriate when taking casual photos of colleagues or friends, but remember to be 
respectful and know that being given consent to take a photo once, does not constitute 
consent to take photos in the future. 

Be aware that you should also gain consent before sharing an individual's story if that 
individual may be identifiable from that story, even when not accompanied an image.

CONSENT



ACTIVITY

Would sharing the following content online 
violate Palms Australia's Media Policy? 

(Assume the volunteer has asked for consent)



Can't believe the conditions in which some people have 

to live. So sad!



People here are so rude! The guy at the store just stared 

at me when I tried to buy oil yesterday. It's like he didn't 

even understand what I was saying!!!



People here are so patient. I went to buy oil at the store 

yesterday and the guy tried his best to understand my 

terrible attempts at the local language. Still learning!









Jess, Tom, Mary and other patients from Holy Family Care Centre in South Africa.



Finished!
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